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Accurate material balances serve as essential tools for controlling, evaluating and optimising
petrochemical processes. In natural gas processing plants, where there are only phase separation
processes and no chemical reactions, accurate material balances are crucial for ensuring the optimal
processing of the natural gas hydrocarbons.

Due to random and gross errors, caused by faulty or miscalibrated instrumentation, wrong sampling
methods and erroneous laboratory analyses, measured data are unreliable and unsuitable for material
balances.

In order to compensate for incorrect measured variables, data reconciliation is required, to satisfy the
constraints of the material balance and minimise the residual error between the measured and the
adiusted variables.

Although many software packages exist that do data reconciliation. this work used Microsoft ~ x c e l " ,
to perform material balance reconciliation on Sasol's natural gas processing plant at Temane, because
it is the most widely used engineering tool in the petrochemical industry.

A literature study was done and mathematical techniques for the reconciliation of plant data, and
statistical methods to verify the results, were obtained.

Spreadsheets were created in Microsoft ~xcel'", to: process raw input data: derive correction
coefficients from historic data; conduct steady-state testing; eliminate gross errors; reconcile the
material balance, and verify the results via a sensitivity analysis.

This work was implemented and is presently being used to reconcile the material balance of the natural
gas processing plant at Temane.

Akkurate materiaalbalanse dien as noodsaaklike hulpmiddels om petrochemiese prosesse te beheer,
evalueer en te optimiseer. In natuurlike gas-vemerkingsaanlegte, waar net faseskeidingsprosesse en
geen chem~ese reaksie-prosesse plaawind me, is aklcurate materiaalbalanse noodsaaklik vir die
optimale verwerkmg van die natuurlike gas-koolwaterstonwe.

Vanwee lukrake en konstante metingsfoute, soos misgekalibreerde instrumentasie. verkeerde meet- en
analisemetodes, is gemete data onbetroubaar en onvoldoende vir gebruik in materiaalbalanse.

D a t a r e k o d i a s i e word benodig om vir hierdie onakkurate, gemete veranderlikes te kornpenseer, d e w
aan die materiaalbalansbeperkings te voldoen en die fout tussen die gemete en die gerekonsilieerde
data te minimeer.

Alhclewel daar baie sagtewarepakkette bestaan wat materiaalbalansrekonsiliasie doen, is daar besluit
om materiaalbalansrekonsiliasie te doen vir Sasol se natuurlike gas-venverkingsaanleg in Temane, met
behulp van Microsoft ~ x c e l " ,omdat dit die mees gebruikte ingenieurshulpmiddel in die petrochemiese
bedryf is.

'n Literatuurstudie u a s gedoen om wiskundige en statistiese tegnieke te bekom, waannee data
rekonsiliasie en die verifiering van die gerekonsilieerde aanlegdata gedoen kon word.

Sigblaaie is in Microsoft ~ u c e l ~ e s k om:
e ~ ,rou invoerdata te venverk; koreksiekot-fiisiiinte van
historiese data af te lei: gestadigde toestand toetsing te doen; ruwe foute te elimineer; materiaalbalansrekonsiliasie te doen, en die resultate te verifieer deur 'n sensitiwiteitsanalise.

Hierdie werk is geimplementeer en word huidiglik gebruik om die materiaalbalans van die natuurlike
gas-venverkingsaanleg in Temane te rekonsilieer.
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NOMENCLATURE

Notation:

Cross sectional area of orifice (m2)
Discharge coefficient
Speed of sound in fluid (nds)
Distance between two electrodes (m)
Volumetric flow rate at normal conditions of 101.325 kPa and 273.15 K ( ~ m ? / h )
Specific heat ratio
Distance between transducers (m)
Measured value of i-th measured variable
Reconciled value of i-th measured variable
Number of turns of coil
Volumetric rate of discharge measured at upstream pressure and temperature (m3/s)
Ratio of variance
Mean absolute deviation of i-th measured variable
Steady-state condition of process
Time (s)
Flow velocity (mls)
Weight factor for In,
Process m i a b l e
Filtered value of X
Expansion factor

Subscripts & Superscripts:

f

Filtered value

i

Stream number

j

Unit or node number

k

Time sampling index

Greek Letters:
Level of significance
Ratio of orifice diameter to pipe diameter
Filtered value of an estimate of the mean square deviation
Previous filtered value of an estimate of the mean square deviation
In\ entory change
Magnetic flux (V.s)
Filter factor
Mean of a set of data
Filtered value of an estimate of the mean square deviation
Previous filtered value of an estimate of the mean square deviation
Density (kg/m3)
Standard deviation

Abbreviations:

Cond Liquid hydrocarbons 1natural gas liquids 1 gas condensate

FG

Fuel gas

HP

High pressure

LP

Low pressure

NG

Natural gas

1.1 BACKGROUND

SASOL.'s natural gas processing plant at Temane in Mozambique produces 120 PI of natural gas per
year. Most of the gas is send to South Africa via an 866 km pipeline, while a portion of the raw gas is
used for fuel gas. The fuel gas is used for heating, electricity generation and to drive the high pressure
compressor turbines. The relnamder of the gas is flared.

1.2 MOTIVATION

Optimisation exercises are in progress to increase the overall efficiency of the plant, by increasing the
amount of export gas, and decreasing the amount of flared gas. In order to conduct optimisation
exercises, accurate material balances are required.

1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Due to incorrect sampling methods. faulty or bias instrumentation. and erroneous laboratory analyses.
measured data are unreliable and unsuitable for material balances. In order to compensate for incorrect
measured variables, data reconciliation is required, to satisfy the constraints of the material balance.

1.1 PURPOSE OF RESEARCH
The purpose of this work was to develop a reconcrled material balance for SASOL's natural gas
processing plant at Temane. Although there are many software packages that do data reconciliation,
the author chose to use ,2.licr.osojt trcel, to process and reconcile the material balance data, because it
is the most widely used engineering tool in the petrochemical industry.

1.5 SCOPE OF WORK
In order to achieve this. the following work was done:

A literature study was done to obtain mathematical techniques for the reconciliation of plant data.
and statistical methods to verify the results.
Spreadsheets were created in hlicr-osqft E.rcel, to: process raw input data; derive correction
coefficients from historic data: conduct steady-state testing; eliminate gross errors; reconcile the
material balance, and verify the results via a sensitivity analysis.

1.6 OVERVIEW OF DISSERTATION

This dissertation describes the theory behind, the procedures involved, and the results obtained for
reconciling the material balance of SASOL's natural gas processing plant at Temane.

The work is divided into 5 chapters:

Chapter 1 sets out the background, motivation, problem statement, purpose. and scope of work of the
research project, as well as an oveniew of the dissertation. Chapter 2 introduces the reader to the
nature and origin of natural gas, the workings of flow meters, and gives a thorough exposition of the
theory behind data reconciliation. Chapter 3 describes the plant, the associated flow meters, and the
procedure used to reconcile the material balance data, respectively. Chapter 4 discusses the results
obtained for each step in the data reconciliation process. namely: the degrees of freedom analysis, data
preprocessing, steady-state testing, gross elror handling, material balance reconciliation, and
verification of the data reconciliation results. This work ends with the conclusions reached, and the
recommendations made in Chapter 5.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE STUDY

Chapter 2 clescl-ihes the natrrre and origin of nutlrrul gas, the orki kings o f f l o w
meters, and the theory behind 'ltrru reconcilic~ion,numely: degrees oofficedom
iirrrrlmis, data preprocessing, sr~a[i).-sttrtetesring, gross error- handling, clcrtu
wcotrciliation and vel-$cation.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Recording to the Energy Infbrmution Adminisfrutiun (2006), global energy demand is projected to
increase by 60 percent in the next 30 years. Global oil consumption is expected to grow from 80
million barrels per day in 2003 to 118 million b a l ~ e kper day in 2030. The world's total proven oil
reserves are estimated at 1.293 tnllion barrels (Oil & Gus Jownul, 2005). Under these growth
assumptions, less than half of the world's total proven oil reserves would be exhausted by 2030.

As these oil reserves shrink, gas resenes are becoming more and more important, as an alternative
energy source to oil. The world consumed 95 trillion cubic feet of natural gas in 2003. This is projected
to increase 3t an annual average rate of 2.4% (versus 1.4% for oil) to 182 trillion cubic feet in 2030
(EIA, 2006). Proven natural gas reserves, as reported by Oil & Gus Jo~trnul(2005), were estimated at
61 12 trillion cubic feet. Most of the increases in natural gas reserves in recent years have been in the
developing world, and about three-quarters of the world's natural gas reserves are found in the Middle
East and Eurasia. Russia, Iran and Qatar combined accounted for about 580'0 of world's natural gas
reserves. The remaining reserves are spread fairly evenly among other regions of the world.

In view of current and future global energy trends, SASOL has positioned itself to become a key player
in the natural gas industry. As one of the first steps in getting a foothold in this lucrative market,
SASOL went into a joint venture with the Mozambican government to develop and utilise the natural
gas reserves found in the Temane gas fields.

After three years of operation, SASOL's Central Processing Facility at Temane, has outgrown most of
its post-start-up growth pains, and is entering a more matured phase in its plant life cycle. In the first
three years, most of the time was spend on problem solving and keeping the plant running. The focus
now is on optimising the assets and processes of the plant.

In order to assist plant personnel in evaluating and optimising the plant. accurate material balances
need to be obtained. However, due to incorrect sampling methods, faulty or biased instrumentation.
and erroneous laboratory analyses, measured data are unreliable and unsuitable for material balances.
In order to compensate for incorrect measured variables. data reconciliation is required, to satisfy the
constraints of the material balance.

A thorough literature study is required to understand all the aspects involved in reconciling the

material balance of a natural gas processing plant. This chapter describes the nature and origin of
natural gas and the workings of flow meters, and expounds the theory behind material balance
reconciliation, which can be divided into the following sub-headings, namely:

1. The process of reconciling plant data;
2. Degrees of freedom analysis;

3. Data preprocessing;
4. Steady-state testing;
5 . Grnss error handling;

6. Data reconciliation;

7. Verification of data reconciliation results;

2.2 NATURAL GAS
Natural gas is a combustible mixture of hydrocarbon gases formed from fossilised biomass. The
composition of natural gas can vary widely, but consist mainly of methane. Below is the typical
composition of the natural gas found in the Temane gas field:
LComponent
Methane
Ethane
( Propane

Mol Sb
92.0
3 .OO
1.50

lsobutane
Pentane
lsopentane
Hexane
Heptane
Octane
Nitrogen

/

0.06
2.40

Table 1: Tcmane natural gas composition

There are many theories explaining the origin of natural gas. The most widely accepted theory states
that natural gas was formed at the basins of prehistoric river mouths, where vast amounts of alluvial
sediment covered the organic remains of marine organisms, like microscopic plankton. that settled on
the sea floor. This sediment layer delayed the decomposition process of the biomaterial, by preventing
oxygen and living organisms, feeding off the biomaterial, from reaching it. Over time, more and more
sediment, mud and other debris piled on the biomaterial, exerting pressure on the organic material.
This compression, combined with high subterranean temperaNreS, broke down the carbon bonds in the
organic material to produce simple hydrocarbon molecules, like methane. ethane and propane. At low
temperatures (shallower deposits) more oil is produced relative to natural gas. At higher temperatures,
more natural gas is created as opposed to oil. because more energy is available for the decomposition
process. That is why natural gas is usually associated with oil in deposits that are I to 3 kilometres
below the earth's crust. Deeper deposits usually contain natural gas, and in many cases, pure methane.

Natural gas can also be formed through the transformation of organic material by tiny microorganisms. This type of methane is referred to as biogenic methane. Tiny methane producing microorganisms tnetabolise organic material into methane and are commonly found in areas near the surface
of the earth that are void of oxygen.
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These micro-organisms also live in the intestines of most animals, including humans. Formation of
methane in this manner usually takes place close to the surface of the earth, and the methane produced
is usually lost into the atmosphere. In certain circumstances this methane gets trapped underground.
which is later recovered as natural gas. An example of biogenic methane is landfill gas. Wastecontaining landfills produce a relatively large amount of natural gas from the decomposition of the
waste materials.

.4 third way in u hich natural gas can be formed is through abiogenic processes, where hydrogen and

carbon molecules react u ~ t hmineral deposits in the earth's crust, to fonn basic hydrocarbon molecules
in the absence of oxygen (NaturalGas.org, 2001).

2.3 FLOW METERS

The readings of five types of flow mctcrs are used in thc material balance of the Temane plant: orifice
plates, venturi tubes, V-cones, magnetic, and ultrasonic flow meters.

According to Peny (1988) the first three are known as pressure differential flow meters, which employ
the Bernoulli Equation to measure flow. Bernoulli's Equation states that the sum of all fonns of energy
in a fluid along an enclosed path, like a flow line, is the same at any two points in that path, and that an
increase in velocity occurs simultaneously with a decrease in pressure. These tlow meters guide the
tlow of the fluid through a section in the pipe with a different cross sectional area than the pipe.
resulting in a reduction in pressure, from which the flow velocity can be calculated.

The practical working equation for volumetric flow, adopted by the ASME Research Committee on

Fluid Meters (2001) for use with either gases or liquids, is:

\ h e r e A2 = cross-sectional area of throat; C = discharge coefficient; pl, pz
downstream static pressure taps respectively; ql
pressure and temperature; Y

=

=

expansion factor;

=

pressure at upstream and

volumetric rate of discharge measured at upstream

p

=

ratio of throat diameter to pipe diameter; pl

=

density at upstream pressure and temperature. For the tlow of gases, expansion factor Y, which a l l o w
for the change in gas density as it expands adiabatically from p , to pz, is given by:

\+%ere r = pz/pl, k

=

specific heat ratio (c,/c,); and the expansion factor Y is unity for liquid flo\vs.

2.3.1 Orifice Plate Flow Meters
An orifice plate is a thin, flat metal plate with a circular opening, which is inserted into a pipe and
placed perpendicular to the flow stream. As the flo\ving tluid passes through the orifice plate, the
restricted cross sectional area causes an increase in velocity and corresponding decrease in pressure.
The typical orifice plate has a concentric. sharp edged opening, as sho\vn in Figure 1. The flow rate
can be calculated with Equation 2.1, using the measured pressure drop across the orifice plate between
the upstream pressure tap ( P I ) and the pressure tap immediately do~vnstreamof the orifice opening
P3).

Figure 1: Flow orifice plate (Marlin. 2006)

The orifice plate is the most commonly used flow meter, because it is simple and cheap to manufacture
and can be delivered for almost any application in any material, but it creates a large non-recoverable
pressure drop due to the turbulence around the plate, leading to a high loss of kinetic energy. Their
accuracies are poor at low flow rates and require a good shape and clean surface to achieve high
accuracies. The pressure recovery is limited for an orifice plate and the pe~manentpressure loss
depends primarily on the area ratio. For an area ratio of 0.5, the head loss is about 70
orifice differential. Typical accuracies lie betwcen 2.5% of full scale (Marlin, 2006).

-

75% of the

2.3.2 Venturi Tube Flow Meters
According to Foust (quoted by Marlin, 2006) venturi meters consist of a short length of straight tubing
connected at either end to the pipe line by conical sections, where the fluid is first accelerated through
converging cone of 15-20 degree angle and then slowed down in smaller diverging cone of 5-7 degree
angle (Fig. 2). The change in cross sectional area causes a variance in the velocity and pressure of the
flowing fluid. The pressure drop between the upstream side of the feed cylinder and the narrow
cylindrical throat is measured and used to calculate the flow rate through the venturi meter.

Although more expensive than orifice plate flow meters, venturi meters provide less permanent
pressure drops, and are more reliable, because their smooth geometry minimises turbulence and
boundary layer separation (drag), ensuring steadier pressure signals and less energy losses.

Figure 2: Venturi tube flow meter (Mattech, 2004)

High pressure and energy recovery (up to 80% of the differential pressure generated at the constricted
area is recovered) makes the venturi meter suitable where only small pressure heads are available. The
venturi tube is suitable for clean, dirty and viscous liquids and some sluny services. Venturi meters
have typical accuracies of 1% (Marlin, 2006).

2.3.3 V-Cone Flow Meters
V-cone flow meters, according to McCrometer (2002), operate on the same physical principle as other
differential pressure-type flow meters, using the principle of Bernoulli, but have a different geometry
which causes the fluid to flow around the outside of a centrally located cone, as opposed to through a
central opening, like a orifice plate flow meter (see Fig. 3). This rerouting forces the high velocity flow
regime in the central part of the pipe to mix with lower velocity flow regime closer to the sides of the
pipe, resulting in well-developed flow regime, typical of a long flow path without any obstruction or
disturbances, compared to extreme turbulent regimes, caused by changes to the piping, such as elbows,
valves, reductions, expansions, pumps, and tees.

V-cones also perform well at low flow rates, because their cone continues to interact with the highest
velocity in the pipe, compared to other pressure differential flow meters, which lose their useful
pressure drop signals at low flows.

All pressure differential flow meters generate fluctuating pressure signals. On typical orifice plate flow
meters, these low frequency, high amplitude signals are the result of long vortices that form just after
the orifice, which disturb the pressure drop reading. V-cone meters, on the other hand, form very short
vortices around the cone, resulting in low amplitude, high frequency signals, that have a high stability.

The above-mentioned performance characteristics enables the V-cone flow meter to measure flows
reliably and accurately, regardless of the condition of the flow upstream of the meter, unlike other
pressure differential flow meters, with centrally located openings, which do not have well-developed
flow regimes due to turbulence.

The flow around a V-cone flow meter can be calculated with a derivation of the Bernoulli equation, by
incorporating the measured pressure difference between the static line pressure and the low pressure
regime created downstream of the cone, which can be measured via two pressure sensing taps. One tap
is placed slightly upstream of the cone, and the other is located in the downstream face of the cone.

...

...

Single Elbow and V-Cone
Double Elbow and V-Cone

Figure 3: V-Cone flow meters (McCrometer,2002)

V-cone flow meters have accuracies of around 0.5%. They have a lower permanent pressure loss than
other pressure differential flow meters, because their signal stability allows for lower full scale
pressure drop signals.

2.3.4 Magnetic Flow Meters
According to Omega Engineering (2006) magnetic flow meters operate on the basis of Faraday's Law,
which states that the voltage induced across any conductor as it moves at right angles through a
magnetic field is proportional to the velocity of that conductor.

E oc VxBxD

(2.3)

Where E is the voltage generated in a conductor, V is the velocity of the conductor, B is the magnetic
field strength, and D is the length of the conductor.

Coils to gnerale magnetic field
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Electric field hiduced
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Voltage gage

Figure 4: Magnetic flow meter (EngineeringFundamentals,2006)
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According to Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction: any change in the magnetic field with time
induces an electric field perpendicular to the changing magnetic field (Engineering Fundamentals,
2006):

where E is the voltage of induced current, B is the external magnetic field, A is the cross-sectional area
of the coil, N is the number of turns of the coil, 4 = BA is the magnetic flux, and finally the negative
sign indicates that the current induced will create another magnetic field opposed to the build-up of a
magnetic field in the coil based on Lenz's law. When applying the above equation to magnetic flow
meters, the number of turns N and the strength of the magnetic field B are fixed. Then Faraday's law
becomes

where D is the distance between the two electrodes (the length of conductor), and V is the flow
velocity. If we combine all fixed parameters N, B, and D into a single factor, we have

Magnetic flow meters are ideal for conductive liquids, like water or aqueous solutions, but not for
distilled water, non-aqueous solutions or hydrocarbons. Magnetic flow meters have accuracies in the
range of 1 to 2% and are ideal for applications where low pressure drops and minimal maintenance are
required.

2.3.5 Ultrasonic Flow Meters
According Engineering Fundamentals (2006) ultrasonic flow meters determine the flow velocity of a
stream, by measuring the travelling time or the frequency shift of ultrasonic waves in a pre-configured
acoustic field crossing the fluid flow. A pair of transducers, each having its own transmitter and
receiver, is placed on the pipe wall, one on the upstream and the other on the downstream side. The
time for the acoustic waves to travel from the upstream transducer to the downstream transducer (td) is
shorter than the time it requires for the same waves to travel from the downstream to the upstream (t,)
transducer.

Downstream

transducer
Flow dlrecUon

.
Upstream

transducer
Figure 5: Ultrasonic flow meter (Engineering Fundamentals, 2006)

td and t, can be expressed in the following forms:

where c is the speed of sound in the fluid, V is the flow velocity, L is the distance between the
transducers and 0 is the angle between the flow direction and the line formed by the transducers.

The difference of td and t,

IS

where X is the projected length of the path along the pipe direction (X = L cos 0).
Assuming the flow velocity V is much smaller than the speed of sound c,

delivers,

It is desirable to express c in terms of the transit times td and t, to avoid frequent calibrations:

The speed of sound c becomes

The flow velocity is now only a function of the transducer layout (L, X) and the measured transit times
t, and td:

The above formula can be further simplified by utilising the following approximation:

The flow velocity can therefore be written as

2.4 THE PROCESS OF RECONCILING PLANT DATA
The process of data reconciliation can be described by the following algorithm, which was derived
from the one used by Li et al. (2000):

2.4.1 Degrees of Freedom Analysis
In step 1, calculate the spatial redundancy of the problem. If the spatial redundancy is negative, data
reconciliation is not feasible, and new instrumentation needs to be added to measure some of the
unmeasured streams.

2.4.2 Data Collection
Collect process data from 1the plant's distributed control system (DCS), local meters, and laboratory
analyses.

2.4.3 Data Preprocessing

In step 3, data preprocessing on historic data is required to identify integral gross errors associated with
the measuring instruments.

2.4.4 Steady-State Testing
The fourth step is to test the process for steady-state conditions. If the test shows steady-state
conditions. then proceed to (2.4.5). else go back to (2.4.2).

2.4.5 Gross Error Handling
In step 5, gross errors are eliminated from the measured data, by correcting them with correction
coefficients, determined from (2.4.3).

2.4.6 Data Reconciliation
Do data reconciliation in step 6, to satisfy the constraints of the material balance.

2.4.7 Verification of Data Reconciliation Results
The 7" and final step in the data reconciliation process is the verification of the data reconciliation
results through a sensitivity analysis.

2.5 DEGREES OF FREEDOM ANALYSIS

In order to solve the material balance of a plant, it is important to calculate the spatial redundancy of

the problem, by means of a degrees of freedom analysis. If the spatial redundancy is negative, data
reconciliation of the material balance is not feasible and new instrumentation need to be added to
measure some of the unmeasured streams.
According to Ponting (1994), the degrees of freedom of a system can be expressed by the following
equation:
Degrees of Freedom = Equations - Unknowns
For a processing plant, equation (2.19) can be rewritten as:
Degrees of Freedom =Nodes -Unmeasured streams

2.6 STEADY-STATE TESTING
According to Brown and Rhinehart (2000) steady-state conditions are a prerequisite for data
reconciliation of an industrial process, and should be identified with statistical tests, because process
variables are dynamic.
Cao and Rhinehart (1995) developed a method, styled after the primitive F-test type of statistic of
Crow et al. (1955), which uses the ratio of estimated mean square deviations, the R-statistic, to indicate
whether a process is at steady-state or not. If the process is at steady-state then the R-statistic will have
a distribution between 0.8 and 1.4, with an average near unity. If the process is not at steady-state then
the filtered value will differ from the data, and the ratio will differ from unity, exceeding the range
between 0.8 and 1.4.
The R-statistic is a ratio of two estimates of mean square deviations derived from the same set of data,
and is calculated as follows:

where v2fk is the first filtered mean square deviation estimate, ?i2rk is the second filtered mean square
deviation estimate, and 1,is the filter factor.

In order to calculate the above-mentioned mean square deviation estimates, a filtered value of the
process variable is required to provide an estimate of the data mean:

X = the process variable
Xf = filtered value of X

1,= filter factor
k = time sampling index

The first estimate of the mean square deviation is an exponentially weighted moving deviation which
is based on the difference between the data and the average:

u2fk=~ z ( x ~ - x ~+~( .1I- )~~2 ) ~ ~ f ~ - 1
uZfA= Filtered value of an estimate of the mean square deviation
u2fk.1= Previous filtered value

The second estimate of the mean square deviation is an exponentially weighted moving deviation
based on sequential data differences:

62fk = Filtered value of an estimate of the mean square deviation
62fk.l= Previous filtered value

When testing a process, SSP, for steady-state, it is necessary to use statistical measures to filter out the
effects of process noise and data outliers. The null hypothesis method can be used to accomplish the
aforementioned goal. The null hypothesis states that if the computed R-statistic of a process variable.

SS,, is greater than 1.4 or less than 0.8, then we are 100(1-a) percent confident that the process is not at
steady-state. Consequently, a value of R less than 1.4 and greater than 0.8 means the process may be at
steady-state. Values of either "0" or "1" are assigned to a variable, SSi, to represents the state of the
process. If R-calculated is greater than 1.4 or less than 0.8 then "reject" steady-state with 100(1-a)
confidence, and assign SSi = 0. Alternately, if R-calculated lies between 0.8 and 1.4 "accept" that the
process may be at steady-state, and assign SSi = 1.

In expanding the before-mentioned method for analysis of multivariable processes, it can be claimed

that a process is not at steady-state if any process variable is not at steady-state, and might be at steadystate if all variables might be. This can be expressed with a single statistic, where N is the total number
of variables in a process:

If the process is at steady-state:

Use Equation (2.28) to determine the required level of significance for the steady-state identification
test on each process variable in a multivariable process:

The R-Statistic requires that there exists no auto-correlation between data points from the same
measured variable, and no cross-correlation between different measured variables. Auto-correlation
between data points can be eliminated by increasing the measurement interval. Cross-correlation
between two measured variables can be removed by replacing one of them with another measured
variable which do not cross-correlate with the remaining one.
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2.7 GROSS ERROR HANDLING

Most data reconciliation techniques, like the least-squares method, require the absence of gross errors
like measurement bias and outliers (Chen et al., 1997).

2.7.1 Outliers
The standard deviation is very sensitive for outlying values, as it is unduly inflated, because (xi-pi) is
squared (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990). Hartigan (1975) notes that one needs a dispersion measure
that is not too sensitive to outliers. Therefore, use the mean absolute deviation, instead of the standard
deviation, for the least-squares method:

where the contribution of each measurement xi is proportional to the absolute value ixi -pil. This
measure is more robust (Hampel et al., 1986), in the sense that one outlying observation will not have
such a large influence on Sp.

2.7.2 Measurement Bias
The bottleneck of data reconciliation is gross emor handling. The sources of gross errors include
malfunctioning instruments, process leaks, non-steady-state operation, and mismatching models, etc.
(Crowe et al., 1996).
In many industrial cases, as shown in Figure 10, gross errors often occur as the result of measurement

bias. It should be noted that gross errors exist at all measurement intervals, and not only at one
measurement point. This continuous gross error is defined as a persistent gross error (PGE). When
data reconciliation is performed on a real process, the assumption is that most of the measurement
instruments, especially the flow rate instruments, havepersistent gross errors.

Persistent Gross Error

-

Measurement with Gross Error

-

True Value

10
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20

Time

Figure 10: Persistent gross error in process measurement

Gross errors materialise as nodal imbalances, where the residual of the expression

L Node Flows In - L Node Flows Out

(2.30)

differs substantially from zero, even after proper scaling. Gross errors are typically caused by:

·

Automated data entry errors (meter signal failures and biased instrumentation)

.

Manual data entry errors (incorrect meter readings, laboratory analyses)

A calculated nodal imbalance in excess of a predefined tolerance, or an automated correction to a flow
or movement that exceeds the meter's accuracy, are typical mathematical criteria for detecting gross
errors. But according to Grosdidier (2002), material balance reconciliation is the primary means of
detecting measurement discrepancies.

Measurement

inconsistencies

can be identified by statistical analysis of reconciliation

results

(Grosdidier, 2002). Data reconciliation makes corrections to measurements in order to minimise the
sum of residuals around the nodes. If random measurement errors are truly the source of the
imbalances, the daily corrections to each measurement should on average, sum to zero (Grosdidier,
1999). Stated differently, the frequency distribution diagram of the daily corrections for each
measurement should be centred on the zero axis (see continuous green line in Figure 11). Conversely, a
sustained bias in the correction indicates that a non-random process is at hand, which might suggest a
faulty or biased measurement. The latter is illustrated by the red curve in Figure 11, which shows that a
total of 27 daily measurements of a particular flow meter were corrected by 1%.
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Figure 11: Frequency distribution curves comparing biased and unbiased instruments

2.7.3 Correction Coefficients
Correction coefficients are factors used to eliminate gross errors from measured data. They are
calculated with the following equation:

Correction coefficient= (100 - % Bias)/IOO

(2.31)

2.8 DATA RECONCILIATION
According to Van der Walt (1996) data reconciliation is the mathematical technique where process
data are minimally adjusted to satisfy the constraints of a material balance. In a natural gas processing
plant, where no chemical process changes occur, but only phase changes and separation occurs, data
reconciliation is the mathematical technique where process variables are minimally adjusted in order to
satisfy the constraints of a natural gas processing plant, where the total mass recovered from the
natural gas wells are equal to the total mass processed through the plant's processing units, and equal
to the total mass ending up in the product streams.
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The best data reconciliation method is the mathematical technique where process data are adjusted to
satisfy the constraints of a material balance, as wells as minimising the least-squares residual between
the measured variables and the true, but unknown variables (Chen et al., 1997):

Where wi is the weight factor for mi, the i-th measured data point, and

the reconciled data point.

The reconciled iiii data points satisfy all the constraints set by the material balance. In 1970 Nielson
and Diaz described a method to reconcile metallurgical balances. In equation (2.32) wi is replaced with

wi = $i2

where k has a value of 0 or 1, and S; is an estimation of the error variation associated with

the i-th data point. A function that uses the weighted sum of squares method must be minimised:

The reconciled variables are obtained, where N is as a minimum, and the constraints of the material
balance are satisfied.

2.9 VERIFICATION OF RECONCILIATION RESULTS

The process of reconciling a material balance is not complete until the results are verified. According
to Laguitton (1980) the reliability of the reconciliation results of a material balance can be determined
through a sensitivity analysis. A sensitivity analysis is used to classify data with respect to the amount
of information a data point contains. The standard deviation of a set of data is a measure of the
sensitivity of the data (the smaller the value, the more sensitive the data). If the standard deviation of
the reconciled data is smaller or equal to that of the measured data, then the reconciled data are
reliable. A better indication of the sensitivity of a set of data is the percentage mean absolute deviation,
because it minimises the effect of outliers and compensates for the difference in the median values:

Percentage mean absolute deviation = Mean absolute deviation I Median of data x 100

(2.34)

This chapter describes the natural gas processing plant at Temane, its
associated flow meters, as we0 as the procedure followed to reconcile its
material balance.

3.1 PLANT DESCRIPTION
The Central Processing Facility at Temane produces 120 PJ of natural gas per year from 12 wells, with
depths ranging from 1.2 to 1.5 kilometres. Most of the gas is sent to South Africa via an 866 km
pipeline, while a portion of the raw gas is used for fuel gas. The fuel gas is used for heating, electricity
generation and to drive the high pressure compressor turbines. The remainder of the gas is flared. The
plant (Fig. 12) consists out of the following processing steps:

Separation
Dehydration
Condensation
0

Compression
Stabilisation

3.1.1 Receiving Facilities
Raw natural gas enters the plant into the Receiving facilities. In the first facility, the Production
Separators (hereafter referred to as the Separation Unit), the gas stream is separated into a vapour

phase and a liquid phase. In the second facility, the Liquid Separators (hereafter referred to as the
Liquid Separation Unit), the liquid stream is separated into an aqueous and an organic phase. The

aquaeous phase (hereafter referred to as Produced Water), containing 99% formation water and 1%
hydrocarbons, is sent to a temporary storage vessel, from where it is re-injected into a dedicated well.
The organic phase (hereafter referred to as Condensate) is sent to the Stabilisation Unit, from where it
is sent to two temporary storage tanks, and into road tankers. The vapour fraction of the organic phase
flows into the high pressure fuel gas system.

3.1.2 Gas Dehydration
Gas leaving the Production Separators enters the Gas Dehydration Units, where the wet gas is
contacted with triethylene glycol (TEG) in order to reduce the water content of the gas to below 30 mg
H~OIN~'.
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3.1.3 Gas Dew Point Control
The Gus Dew Poinr Contl-ol Umrs (hereafter referred to as the Condensation L'nits) cool the dried gas
to approximately 5 'C, using propane as a refrigerant, to condense and separate heavy hydrocarbons
renlaining in the gas. This step ensures that no condensation of hydrocarbons occur in the transmission
pipeline.

3.1.4 HP Compression
The function of the HP Compression Lhif (hereafter referred to as the Coriip~.es.~ion
Unit) is to boost
the pressure of the sales gas to 12 500 kPa (abs) before it is exported via pipeline to South Africa.

3.1.5 Concession Gas
A portion of the sales gas is sent to the Mozambican distribution line for domestic usage. Hereafter
referred to as Concessiori Gas.

3.1.6 Condensate Stabilisation
The Condensute Distillution Utiit (hereafter referred to as the Stabili.rution Unit) produces stabilised
condensate originating from the Liquid Separators. Dehydration and the Dew Point Control units. The
unit is designed to produce 24 m3/h of stabilised condensate.

3.1.7 Vent and Flare System
The Vent and Flare System collects relief and blow-down streams from the plant and associated
facilities for disposal by flaring. Combustion products are subsequently discharged to atmosphere.
There are separate high pressure (HP) and low pressure (1.P) flare headers.

3.1.8 Fuel Gas System
The Fuel Gas System provides fuel gas at two pressure levels.

High pressure (HP) fuel gas 1s

consumed in three gas turbine electricity generators, and t n o high pressure gas compressor turbines,
while low pressure (LP) fuel gas is consumed in fired equipment and used for purging and blanketing
of vessels. Off-gas from the process units is routed to the Fuel Gas System. The balance of the fuel
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gas demand is provided by letting down export quality gas from the suction of the HP Compressors
(hereafter referred to as high pressurefirel gas make-up).

3.2 DESCRIPTION OF FLOW METERS
Table 2 gives a summary of all the flow meters used in the material balance (refer to Fig. 12 for the
location of these flow meters):

Table 2: Summaw of flow mcters used for thc m a t a i a l balance

3.3 PROCEDURE

3.3.1 Degrees of Freedom Analysis

The spatial redundancy of the problem was calculated to see whether data reconciliation was feasible.
3.3.2 Data Collection

Data was gathered via Aspen Process ~ x ~ l o r e r "from
f the Delta V" distributed control system (DCS)
over a six-month period from 1 August 2005 to 3 1 January 2006. Flow sensors convert the process
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measurements to a milliampere signal, which is transmitted to the DCS at 30-millisecond intervals,
from whence it is converted back to a flow value. This DCS data is then pulled into Excel via the addin tool Aspen Explorer.

3.3.3 Data Preprocessing
Preliminary data reconciliation was perfomled on the above-mentioned collected process data, to
establish the average bias of all the insttuments and their respective couectiorr coefficients, with which
gross error handling was done.

3.3.4 Steady-State Testing
A steady-state test, using the n~rrltival-iablemerhod, was conducted on two hour's measured data from

OOhOO to 02h00 on 16 October 2005.

3.3.5 Cross Error Handling
The cowe~.lioncoefjcirnt.~obtained in step 3, were used to minimise the integral gross errors
associated with the measuring instruments for the period from OlhOO to 02h00 on 16 October 3005.

3.3.6 Data Reconciliation
Data reconciliation was done on the data For the same period as (3.3.5)

3.3.7 Verification of Data Reconciliation Results
The data reconciliation results obtained from (3.3.6), were verified with a sensitivity analysis

This chapter discusses the rarrlts qf all the steps ruken to reconcile the
material hulunce of the natrrt-ul gas processing plum at T'emane, ncrmely: the
degwes ooffi-cerlonl analysis, data preproce.~sing,steady-slate testing, gross
error hcmdlitry data reconciliation, and ~wificationofthe data reconciliation
results.

4.1 DEGREES OF FREEDOM ANALYSIS

A degrees oj'fieedom unulysis delivered the following results regarding the spatial redundancy of the
problem. The material balance problem comprises 15 nodes and 40 streams. of which 27 are measured.
The 13 unmeasured streams were calculated via balances around the nodes.

Degrees of freedom

= Total
=

15

=

2

-

nodes - Unmeasured streams
13

The degrees of fieedum unulysis revealed 2 redundant \ aliables, which over-specify the problem, and
permlt the reconciliation process to continue.

4.2 DATA PREPROCESSING

Preliminary data reconciliation was performed on process data from 1 August 2005 to 31 January
2006, to establish the median bias of all the instruments and their respective correction co&ients,
with which gross error handling was done. In order to minimise the influence potential spurious
occurrences, like leaks, could have on the data reconciliation process, data preprocessing was done
over a wide sampling period of six months.

4.2.1 Frequency Distribution Curves
The following frequency distribution curves illustrate the level of bias on a11 the flow meters used in
the material balance:
Temane 3, 4, 5. 6. 7 and 9 wells
0

Temanel0,12,13,14,15and16wells
Internal gas streams: dehydration feed, condensation feed & condensation gas out
Product gas streams: export gas, concession gas and incinerator fuel gas
HP and LP fuel gas streams

HP and LP flare gas streams
0

Liquid streams: produced water. stabiliser feed and stabilised condensate
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Figure 14: Frequency distribution curves of Temane 3,4,5,6,7 & 9 wells
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Figure 15: Frequencydistribution curves of Temane 10,12,13,14,15& 16 wells
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Frequency Distribution Curves:
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Figure

16: Frequency distribution

curves of the internal gas streams

Frequency Distribution Curves:
Product Streams
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Figure 18: Frequency distribution curves of the HP & LP fuel gas streams

Frequency Distribution Curves:
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Figure 19: Frequency distribution curves of the HP & LP flare gas streams
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Figure 20: Frequency distribution curves of produced water & condensate streams

From Figures 14 to 20, one can clearly see two distinctive bias regimes for the Temane 14 and 15
wells, dehydration flow, LP fuel gas, HP flare, stabiliser feed, and stabilised condensate streams.
Recalibration exercises were conducted on the flow meters of the above-mentioned streams throughout
2005, which would explain their shifts in bias.
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4.2.2 Summary of Flow Meter Bias
Table 3 compares the biases of the flow meters after 15 October 2006. It can clearly be seen that the
following flow meters have a high likelihood of miscalibration or malfunctioning: All t h e wells,
condensation feed, condensation gas out, HP and LP fuel gas, HP and LP flares, stabiliser feed and
stabilised condensate.

No.
1

15
16
18
19
20
29
33
36
40
31
32
30

I

Slream
Description

% Bias

I w T?~

I

[Condensation Feed
l ~ o n Gas
d Out
l ~ x p o rGas
t
IConcession Gas
llncinerator Fuelgas
Fuelgas
ILP Fuelgas
Flare
ILP Flare
IStabiliser Feed
l~tabilisedCondensate
l~roducedWater

1

IHP
IHP

1
I
I
I

-24.4
5.5
-0.6
00
0.0
-1.1
101
36.01
96.01
-3.9
24
-0.2

Spread

19%
38%
46%
0%
0%
42%
62%
30%
2%
52%
68%
55%

-1

Table 3: Percentage bias o f all thr f l u b meters

Experienced operators confinned gross errors on all the well flow meters. the condensation feed.
condensation gas out, HP and LP flares.

4.2.3 Correction Coefficients
In order to minimise the distortion effect that outlying preprocessing results would have on the
estimated flow meter bias, the median values of six-months' results were used to calculate the
respective cor.rection co@iems

for every flow meter with equation (2.3 1).

4.3 STEADY-STATE TESTING

In order to commence with steady-state testing on the process, it was first necessary to test for any
auto-correlation between the data points of each measured variable and cross-correlation between the
measured variables. The testing was done graphically, as shown by the following two figures. Figure
21 clearly shows no auto-correlationbetween data points of the Export Gas flow. Figure 22 also shows
no cross-correlationbetween the Export Gas and the DehydrationFeed flows.
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Figure 21: No auto-correlationbetween Export Gas flow data at two different one minute-intervals
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Figure 22: No cross-correlationbetween Export Gas and DehydrationFeed flow data
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A steady-state test, using the mu/tivariable method, was conducted on two hour's measured data from
OOhOOto 02hOOon 16 October 2005. Twenty two variables were monitored for steady-state
identification: flows of all the well streams, the dehydration feed, condensation feed, condensation gas
out, export gas, concession gas, incinerator fuel gas, high pressure fuel gas, low pressure fuel gas, high
pressure flare, low pressure flare, stabiliser feed, stabilised condensate, and produced water. A
confidence level of 95% was used to test the null hypothesisthat the process was at steady-state.

Stabilised Condensate Flow:
From 00:00 to 02:00 on 16 October 2005
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Figure 23: Stabilised condensate flow indicating steady-state change

Figure 23 shows a sample interval of two hours, indicating stabilised condensate flows during transient
and steady-state periods. The first hour is marked by unsteady flow (red line), which changes to
steady-state flow after OlhOO(green line). Data from the steady-state period between OlhOOand 02hOO
was used further on in the reconciliation process.
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4.4 GROSS ERROR HANDLING
Gross error handling was done on the measured data for the period from 01h00 to 02h00 011 16 October
2005, to minimise bias on the flow meters. This was done by multiplying each flow meter with its
respective cor-r-tiction coeficie~rt,which was derived from multiple data reconciliation exercises on
historic data (see 4.2). It was assumed that ail the flow meters had some degree of bias, and therefore.
gross error handling was done on all of them. Table 4 gives a summary of the measured flow meter
readings, their respective cur-I-ccrioncoefficients, and the corrected flow values, which was used further
on in the reconciliation process:

Table 4: Comparison between measured and corrected flow rates

4.5 DATA RECONCILIATION

The material balance was reconciled by minimising the iwighrcd lens!-sqclure residual between the
corrected and reconciled stream values and by satisfying all the nodal balance constraints with the help
of Micros,$ E.welk 'Solver' function. A comparison between the corrected and reconciled flow data
can be seen in Table 5:

Table 5: Corrected versus reconciled flow data

The nmterial balance calculation sheel (Table 6 ) contains columns with the measured, corrected,
reconciled. and calculated variables.

Values for the measured variables were obtained from thew respective flow meters, which measure in
~ n 1 'h.
,

The converted variables, like the produced water, stabiliser feed and the stabilised condensate, are
measured in m3/h, and it was necessary to convert their measurement values from m3ih to ~ m j / hThe
.
liquid volumetric flows were multiplied with their respective densities, obtained from laboratory
analyses, to obtain mass flow rate, and divided by their respective molecular \veights (obtained from
laboratory analyses), to obtain their respective molar flow rates. The ideal gas law was used to
calculate the volumetric flow rate at normal conditions (101.325 kPa and 273.15 K).

The corrected variables were obtained by multiplying the measured and converted variables vith their
respective correction coefficients, determined from the gross error hundlrng step ( w e 4.4).

The reconciled variables are the product of the data reconciliation process, where all the nodes are
balanced and the sum of the residual errors between the corrected and reconciled variables are
minimised.

The calculated variables are the unmeasured variables estimated from the reconciled variables.

The mean uh.rollrre dwintion of each measured stream was used, instead of the standard deviution, in
, minimise the effect of outliers (see 2.7.1).
the calculation of the rrsidrral e t ~ o rto

Table 6 : Matenal balance calculation sheet

4.6 VERIFICATION OF DATA RECONClLIATION RESULTS

A sensitivity analysis was done to establish the reliability of the data reconciliation results. Data

reconciliation was conducted on data from 60 time intervals between 011100 and 02h00 on 16 October

2005. The pexentuge mean ahsol~rtedeviation was used as reference between the measured and
reconciled flows, to reduce the error of outlying data. From Table 7, it call be seen that data
reconciliation had a masked improvcmcnt on the sensitivity of the data, by reducing the percentage
mean absolute deviation of all the streams.

Table 7: Percentage Inran abrolute de\~auonzof the meamred versus the reconc~ledvanablea

Sensitivity Analysis:
% Mean Absolute Deviation
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Figure 24: Percentage mean absolute deviation comparison between measured and reconciled data

Sensitivity Analysis:
% Mean Absolute Deviation
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Figure 25: Percentage mean absolute deviation comparison between measured and reconciled data

Figures 24 and 25 give a comparison of the percentage mean absolute deviations between the
measured and reconciled data. Data reconciliation increased the sensitivity of all the streams' data,
with marked reductions in the percentage mean absolute deviations of all the streams after
reconciliation compared to the measured values.
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14.7 MATERIAL BALANCE

The reconciled material balance of the plant between OlhOO and 02h00 on 16 October 2005 appears i
Table 8. Thc 'Solver' function in Mic~.osofr Ercel was used to adjust the initial property an
composition values, obtained from laboratory analyses for the individual measured streams, to satkt
the constraints set by the volumetric, energy, mass and component balances.

Table 8: Reconciliated material balance

5.1 CONCLUSIONS
5.1.1 A literature study was done and mathematical techniques for the reconciliation of plant data,
and statist~calmethods to verify the results, uere obtained.

5.1.2

Spreadsheets were created in Micr.os?ft Excel, to: process raw input data; derive correction
coefficients from historic data; conduct steady-state testing; eliminate gross errors; reconcile
the material balance, and verify the results via a sensitivity analysis.

5.1.3

It was concluded that the material balance of a natural gas processing plant could be reconciled

successfully. with the help of Micr-omft E.xcel.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
5.2.1 Use the procedure set out in this dissertation to reconcile the material balance of a natural gas
processing plant with the help of Micr.o.cqfi heel.

5.2.2 The following flow meters should be recalibrated and checked for malfunctioning: all the well
flow meters, condensation feed, condensation gas out, export gas, high and low pressure fuel
gas, high and low pressure flares, stabiliser feed and stabilised condensate flow meters.

5.2.3 Add new flow meters on the high and low pressure vents, to obtain more accurate material
balances of the plant. This measure will reveal process leaks and identify optimisation
opportunities, especially related to reducing flare emissions and improving the overall
efficiency of the plant.
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Appendix A contains raw DCS data from O1:OO to 02:OO on 16 October 2005, which was used in the
data reconciliation process.

Table 9: Raw data
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